
CELTIC CONFERENCE IN CLASSICS, COIMBRA, 2023: PANEL PROPOSAL 

Panel topic 

The stage and the rostrum: intersections between drama and oratory in classical Athens 

Organizers 

Jakub Filonik is Assistant Professor at the University of Silesia in Katowice. He has published 
on Athenian oratory, Greek law, political metaphors, and liberty ancient and modern. He has co-
edited special issues on ancient identities (Polis; The European Legacy) and a volume The Making 
of Identities in Athenian Oratory (Routledge). He has also translated selected Athenian speeches 
into Polish (with commentary). He is currently working on monographs focused around the 
rhetoric of freedom in classical Athens and Greek political metaphors. 

Brenda Griffith-Williams (UCL) specializes in Athenian law and rhetoric, especially inheritance 
law, on which she has published numerous articles. Her first book was A commentary on selected 
speeches of Isaios (Brill, 2013) and she co-edited, with Chris Carey and Ifigeneia Giannadaki, Use 
and abuse of law in Athenian courts (Brill, 2019). Her latest book, Greek orators VIII: Isaeus, 
orations 1, 2, 4 and 6 (Aris & Phillips Classical Texts) is scheduled for publication by Liverpool 
University Press on 1 January 2023. 

Janek Kucharski is Associate Professor at the University of Silesia in Katowice. He has written 
on Athenian oratory, law and tragedy. He has co-edited volumes dealing with questions of 
identities (Polis, European Legacy, Routledge 2020), and is the author of annotated translations 
into Polish of the orators Antiphon, Hyperides and Dinarchus. He is currently working on the 
ancient Greek ideas and discourse of punishment. 

The three of us jointly organized a panel at the 2017 CCC in Montreal: ‘The making of identities 
in Athenian oratory’, and we co-edited a volume of selected papers from the panel which was 
published by Routledge in 2020. 

Confirmed speakers: Roger Brock (Leeds), Chris Carey (UCL), Rachel Zelnick-Abramovitz 
(Tel-Aviv) 

Synopsis of panel topic 

Intersections between drama and oratory are a phenomenon of which even ancient authors were 
acutely aware. In his Poetics, for instance, Aristotle famously remarked that the characters of his 
contemporary tragedy spoke ‘rhetorically’, whereas those in earlier dramas did so ‘politically’ 
(1450b). While the exact meaning of these words still largely remains obscure, numerous studies 
have been produced in modern times which highlight the mutual relationship between the genres 
both in terms of form (e.g. Lloyd, The agon in Euripides, 1992) and substance (e.g. Daube, Zu den 
Rechtsproblemen in Aischylos' Agamemnon, 1939). In such a theoretical framework, drama and 
oratory are studied in terms of their direct literary influences on each other (e.g. Antiphon and 
tragedy), or considered as supplementary sources for the study of various social, legal and political 
phenomena in ancient Athens (e.g. New Comedy and family law). 



While there is nothing inherently wrong with such a way of reading the relevant texts, we would 
like to explore other theoretical approaches as well. New Historicism, for instance, has taught us 
to look at the intersections between oratory and drama from a slightly different angle: not in terms 
of direct mutual reflections between the genres or allusions to political events and institutions, but 
instead with an emphasis on their discursive aspects. Drama and oratory are both forms of public 
discourse which speak about the polis, its institutions and values, but each has its own conventions 
and objectives. The undeniable strength of this approach, therefore, is that it allows one to highlight 
the differences between the genres instead of ignoring or indeed obfuscating them. Both oratory 
and drama deal with similar topics, but their respective patterns of speech and thought are 
determined by the demands of the genre and by the different expectations of the respective 
audiences. In the broadest outline, the job of the playwright is to entertain, whereas that of a public 
speaker in the Assembly or a lawcourt is to persuade. 

Far from imposing any particular methodology on contributors to this panel, we welcome abstracts 
dealing with phenomena common to oratory and drama whatever their theoretical underpinning. 
We strongly suggest, however, that in examining such intersections panellists emphasize the 
differences between drama and oratory and do not merely gloss over them. 

We are aiming for a panel of up to 15 papers, each 30-40 minutes in length. Examples of specific 
topics might include (but are not limited to): 

Law and legal institutions 

Social and religious problems (e.g. pollution) 

Family relations and domestic life 

Characterizations of women 

Children and childhood 

Narratives and storytelling 

Performance and performative techniques 

Mythological themes 

We have three confirmed speakers. Dr Roger Brock (Leeds) proposes a paper on the rhetoric of 
citizenship and legitimacy in the Ion and in oratory; Professor Chris Carey (UCL) will speak on 
‘Aristophanes and the epideictic past’; and Professor Rachel Zelnick-Abramovitz has chosen the 
topic ‘The mnemonic function of dramatizing speeches: visualization and repetition in Antiphon 
and Lysias'. We intend to recruit the rest of the panel partly through personal invitations and partly 
through a general call for papers. 


